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Your journey as a 32° Freemason
 

Joining 32° Scottish Rite Freemasonry is a way for you to continue to expand 
your understanding of Masonic principles and teachings. As you progress 
through the degrees, you will find an untold wealth of knowledge. You 
will more deeply explore questions raised in the blue lodge degrees. 32° 
Freemasonry is often considered a “graduate course” in Masonic teachings. 
Our degrees supplement and reinforce the blue lodge in every way.

32° Freemasonry is for those who wish to better themselves and the world 
through deeper engagement with the philosophy, values, and teachings that 
have supported Freemasonry for more than 200 years.

Benefits of being a 32° Scottish Rite Mason:
• Further light in Masonry through the exemplification of the 4° - 32°

• Being part of a fraternity that puts the Masonic obligation of caring for each 
other at the center of all we do

• Expanded network of Masons in each of the 101 Valleys in the Northern 
Masonic Jurisdiction

• Personalized birthday and holiday cards from Supreme Council

• Brother-To-Brother calling to stay in contact with members

• Premium website content for members only

• Additional on-line educational resources for members only so you can           
go even deeper into the degrees

• Interactive programming with Scottish Rite leaders and Brothers to keep 
us connected

• An ongoing, on-line private forum to discuss any and all things Masonic

http://www.32masons.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/AASR-Petition.pdf


Mid-Winter Degree Day
Start Your Scottish Rite Journey or Add to Your Memories!

The Mid-Winter Degree Day, being held at the Dayton Masonic Temple on February 16, 2019, will present an 
opportunity for new candidates to begin their Scottish Rite journey and for current members to add to and enhance 
their own personal experience.

If you wish to help a brother start on the road to his 32°, he can receive his 4° at 8 a.m., and then follow that with 
the 8°, 11°, and 17°. After getting his initial degrees on February 16 he can become a 32° Scottish Rite Mason by 
attending our Spring Reunion on March 30, 2019 at the Cincinnati Masonic Center. Please contact the Valley of 
Cincinnati office at (513) 421-3579 if you have a petitioner interested in this option.

If you are a current member and wish to attend, please contact the Valley of Dayton to register for the lunch – You 
can register for this event and the lunch at this link (please note you will need your Scottish Rite member number): 
https://daytonaasr.org/events/2019/02/midwinter   Registration closes on Feb. 5, 2019.

  The schedule for the day is:

 7:30 AM Registration opens / coffee and donuts

 8:00 AM 4thº (Candidates Room)

 9:00 AM 4thº - Secret Master (old degree - educational only) - Toledo

 10:00 AM 11thº - Valley of Columbus

 11:00 AM 8thº - Solomon Ascending (Dayton)

 12:00 PM Lunch

 1:00 PM DeMolay – Initiatory Degree

 2:00 PM 17thº - Valley of Cincinnati

The Dayton Masonic Temple is located at:
525 W. Riverview Ave., Dayton, OH, 45405

(There is ample parking adjacent to the building)

A N C I E N T
ACCEPTED
SCOTTISH
R I T E
VALLEY   OF   DAYTON



The 32° of the Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite stems from the Twenty-fifth and last Degree of the Rite of Perfection. The title of that 
degree suggests its later development: “Most Illustrious Sovereign Prince of Masonry, Grand Knight, Sublime Commander of the 
Royal Secret.”  It may be said, with reasonable historical accuracy, that the basic elements of the 32° - the symbolism of the Camp, 
the signs and words, and the motto “Spes Mea in Deo Est” may be traced back to 1758 and to the Emperors of the East and West 
– a Masonic Council in France which assumed full control over all so-called higher degrees.

The Rite of Perfection of Twenty-five Degrees was brought to San Domingo by Stephen Morin, probably in 1763. In Kingston, 
Jamaica, a few years later – between 1767-1800 – it was expanded in a Rite of Thirty-three Degrees and the 25° of the Rite of 
Perfection became the 32° of what was to be known as the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite.

The earliest available ritual of this degree is in the manuscript rituals of the Rite of Perfection, 4°-25°, which was what Henry Andrew 
Francken received from Stephen Morin and copied, in English, in 1783. The original of this Francken Manuscript is in the Archives of 
the Supreme Council, 33°, A.A.S.R. for the Northern Jurisdiction, U.S.A.

The title of the 25° of the Rite of Perfection in the Francken Ritual is “Royal Secret, or the Knights of St. Andrew and the Faithful 
Guardians of the Sacred Treasure. Ne Plus Ultra.” Each member was called a “Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret” which, later, 
became the official title of the 32°. There is no ritual text, but the Camp is described in detail, with an excellent 
watercolor drawing of the tents representing the preceding degrees. Signs, words, and motto are 
the same as used in the current ritual of the 32°.

In the early days of the Scottish Rite, between 1801 and 1845, there were few rituals. 
Degrees were communicated by title and secret work. The first conventional ritual of the 32° 
appeared after 1845 in an undated manuscript copied by Ill. Killian H. Van Rensselaer, 33°. 
It contains elements of the 30° and 31° not yet printed in separate rituals, and the 32° 
section includes a march of the “Grand Army of Princes of the Royal Secret,”  the capture of 
the neophyte by the Muslims, his rescue by the Knights Templar, and a “Charge” by Ill. Giles 
Fonda Yates, 33°.

In 1866-1867, there was a critical and intelligent revision of the 32° ritual – a military degree, precise, crisp, 
impressive, but excluding the dramatic scene found in previous rituals. In 1875, the drama was restored, but the rescue in the battle 
scene was by uniformed “Grand Masonic Army of Sublime Princes of the Royal Secret.” The 32° was now firmly established as the 
military degree of the Scottish Rite, and an elaborate consistory uniform was prescribed in 1877 which is still in optional use in some 
Consistories. 

The abuse of the military incident and the introduction of “rude and objectionable features” led to several draft revisions between 
1887 and 1911. Ill. John Lloyd Thomas, 33° (Honorary) of New York produced a stately ritual, without drama, but retaining the 
symbolism of the Camp with a greatly improved text. This was adopted as a tentative ritual in 1912.

The discussion of the 32° continued, due to a desire for the restoration of drama. In 1916, Ill John Lloyd Thomas, 33°, then an 
active member of the Supreme Council for New York, prepared another ritual which is still in force as the authorized ritual of the 
degree. After a brief ritualistic opening of the Consistory, there is a ceremonial section with a condensed symbolism of the Camp, 
representing Scottish Rite Bodies and not the individual degrees, the traditional obligation, investiture and secret work, and a stirring 
call to patriotism. This was followed by an Allegory that portrayed the vigil of an aspirant for knighthood, his spiritual tribulations, 
and eventual victory, his supreme sacrifice, and his personification of the Royal Secret. The aspirant’s soliloquy over his armor was 
approved for optional use in 1966 and included in the 1978 revision. This ritual was reprinted 1934, 1950, 1978, and 1981 without 
substantive change. A noteworthy addition made in the 1950 revision was the restoration in the obligation of a paragraph on the unity 
of Freemasonry. This paragraph had been adopted at the time of the Union of 1867, but inexplicably deleted in 1875.

In 2004 the Allegory was removed from the 32° Ritual to become the 31° Ritual of 2004. This change necessitated revisions to 
the Ceremonial Section, which became the 32° Ritual of 2004. In this ritual, the dubbing follows immediately after the investiture. 
The Degree concludes with the presentation of the flag and the Commander-in-Chief’s dialogue on Patriotism and the triumph of 
“a worldwide brotherhood of man.”

The 32° Historical Notes



With the adoption of the revised ritual of the 31° as the 30° Ritual of 2004, Grand Inspector, the 31° was left without a ritual. This 
vacancy was filled with what had been the Allegory of the 32°, now the 31° Ritual of 2004. The name of the degree was changed 
from “Grand Inspector Inquisitor Commander” to “Knight Aspirant” to reflect the content of the ritual. The 2004 Ritual is virtually 
unchanged from the Allegory of the 32° Ritual of 1981, as revised in 2003 by deletion of the temptation character Rufus. The 
Prologue of the 2004 Ritual essentially is what formerly was the closing dialogue of the Ceremonial Section of the 32° Ritual and 
introduced the Allegory. The 31° Ritual of 2008 incorporates a modest number of revisions in wording, almost all of which precede 
the Vigil. The most significant change is the addition to the Prologue of several lines from Tennyson’s Guinevere, describing knightly 
virtues. These lines formerly were part of the closing dialogue of the Ceremonial Section of the 32° that had been adopted as the 
Prologue of the 31° in 2004. Another revision is the change of the word “cuirass” to “breastplate.”

The 32° Ritual of 2008 includes stylistic changes. Reference to the “Holy Bible” is changed to “Volume of the Sacred Law.” The most 
obvious change is the replacement of “Constans” by “Knight Aspirant” in the Cast of Characters, to avoid possible misidentification 
of this character with the protagonist of the 31° and to represent the advancement of the candidate from Knight Aspirant in the 31° 
to Sublime Prince in the 32°.

The notes above indicate, in 2004 the 32° in use then was bifurcated: the Allegory became the 31° while the patriotic scene, camp, 
obligation, and dubbing became the 32°. At the 2011 Supreme Council session in Chicago the 32° Proposed Ritual, a revised 
degree written by Ill. James Tungate, 33°, was introduced and accepted as a “test” degree. Valleys could, at their option, exemplify 
either the test version or the existing 32° (with or without the 31°).

The major elements of the test degree included: (a) reintroducing the Guide and Hiram to signify that the Scottish Rite journey 
begun in the 4 was now about to be concluded with Hiram becoming a Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret. (b) An explanation of 
which core values were to be exemplified in the degree was inserted into the opening. (c) The Camp was removed from the degree. 
While some Brethren thought the Camp was important, many felt this part of the degree to be tedious and an anachronism. (d) The 
character of Ignatius was replaced with Nosferatu, later changed to the Spirit of Darkness, although much of his dialogue remained. 
Ignatius was generally perceived by some as a priest which often was interpreted incorrectly as casting aspersions on a particular 
faith. (e) The character Urban was replaced with Croesus. Croesus was King of Lydia in roughly 597 BC - 547? BC. His name has 
become synonymous with wealth and greed. The interpretation of Urban’s character was one of ambition and self-interest. Croesus 
more nearly fulfills this interpretation of the character. (f) Finally, the concept of offering a “test” degree was to determine the reaction 
of candidates to the degree. 

In 2013, the Committee on Ritualistic Matters reviewed and considered the suggestions received from those valleys that presented 
the test version of the degree. Responding to those suggestions the Committee modified the test version and, a few minor word 
changes and typographical corrections were made. The revised degree was then retained for one more year as a “test” degree to 
allow for additional comments and for the valleys to begin the transition to the final version in 2014. 

In 2014, the Committee on Ritualistic Matters again reviewed the degree. A few words to the 2013 version were added concerning 
the Camp. Although the recording of the complete degree is not under consideration, it was felt that the introductory portion of the 
degree with Hiram and the Guide should be recorded. Utilizing the same Hiram and Guide as in the new 4°, the continuity of using 
the same actors would help to emphasize the completion of a candidate’s 32° journey in the Scottish Rite. The test or tentative status 
of the degree was removed in 2014.

This spring on March 30, 2019 the Valley of Cincinnati will 
be creating new 32° Freemasons. Following the conferral, 
we will adjourn to The Great American Ball Park to enjoy 
lunch, fellowship and baseball, as the Cincinnati Reds host 
the Pittsburgh Pirates at 2:00 PM.  Candidates’ tickets are 
complimentary, and all others may purchase tickets for $10.00 
each, (stag event) through our web page (32masons.com) 
or by the mail with the attached coupon.

The day will begin at 8:30 AM registration and the 14° at 9:30 
AM followed by a break with snacks.  The 32° will begin at 11:45 
AM after which we will walk (transportation provided for those not 
able to walk) to GABP for lunch and the game at about 1:30 PM. 

Get your ticket now before we’re sold out!

Spring Degree Day at GABP
Lunch on March 30, 2019

We can not accept orders after March 22, 2019

Print Name ____________________________________________________________________

Tickets required _______________________  Total Amount enclosed: $ ______________

Phone Number: _______________________

$10.00 per ticket, plus a $1.00 handling fee per order

Make check payable to: Valley of Cincinnati. Mail this form with payment to: 

Winter Degree Day; c/o Valley of Cincinnati,  317 E. Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202-3399



In 2009, 32° Scottish Rite Freemasonry renewed its commitment for caring for each other. We adopted the vision statement:

We will strive to be a fraternity that fulfills our Masonic obligation to care for our members.

Since that time, a renewed Grand Almoner’s Fund has benefited countless members who faced hardships. Each 
situation we encounter is unique: some are dire, some are less so. Yet each has a common solution: putting into 
practice the simple obligation we took kneeling at the sacred altar. We pledged to help, aid, and assist all poor and 
distressed Master Masons, their widows, and orphans to the best of our ability and within the length of our cable tow.

The Grand Almoner’s Fund is crucial in the fulfillment of our Masonic obligation to care for our Brothers. As such, 32° 
Freemasonry has raised more than $10,000,000 to be duly prepared to lend support to any member facing a debilitating 
hardship. For more information, go to the Charities Page, scottishritenmj.org/charities.

(Reprinted with permission from the Scottish Rite NMJ website)

The Grand Almoner’s Fund

GRAND ALMONER’S FUND DONATION FORM
Help a distressed brother with your gift!

Enclosed is my gift to the Scottish Rite Almoner’s Fund, Inc.  Please use it to supporSupream Council charitable activities!

First Name __________________________ Last Name ________________________________ Member Number______________________

Address ________________________________________________ City ______________________ State _________ Zip _____________

 3 $20 3 $25 3 $50 3  $100 3  $500  3  Other $ ____________

Please make your check payable to: Grand Almoner’s Fund, Inc.

Donations to the Grand Almoner’s Fund are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law allowable.

MAIL ALL DONATIONS TO: Supreme Council, PO Box 519, Lexington, MA 02420-0519



 The Valley of Cincinnati once again honored the 
Worshipful Masters of the lodges in the Valley by hosting two 
recognition dinners. The first was held on Saturday, January 
5, 2019 at the Portsmouth Brewing Company in Portsmouth, 
Ohio. There were forty-eight people in attendance, with eleven 
Worshipful Masters from the 1st, 6th, 7th, and 12th Districts. 
All enjoyed an exceptional meal provided by the Scioto 
Ribber in Portsmouth. It was a beautiful day for the drive 
to Portsmouth, and the interaction between the Worshipful 
Masters and the representatives from the Valley of Cincinnati 
only served to reinforce the commitment of the Valley of 
Cincinnati to assist the lodges in any way possible.

 The weather was not quite as cooperative on Saturday, 
January 12, 2019 as we assembled at the Montgomery Inn’s 
main location. In spite of the conditions, there were still eighty-
nine in attendance, with twenty-two Worshipful Masters 
representing Districts 1, 2, and 6. We were honored at both 
locations by the presence of District Deputy Grand Masters 
and District Advisors, and were also pleased to welcome the 
Trustees of the Valley of Cincinnati. The Trustees were thanked 
for their sponsorship of these dinners, and Executive Director 
Robert Dumford was applauded for making the arrangements 
necessary to host both dinners.

 We cannot stress too strongly how important the Blue 
Lodges are to our beloved fraternity. They are the foundation 
on which every other Masonic organization is built, and we as 
Scottish Rite Freemasons are committed to doing all that we 
can to ensure that the foundation becomes stronger and more 
viable in the future.

Worshipful Master Recognition Dinners – 2019
Portsmouth, Ohio

2nd and 6th Districts

1st District



February Stated Meeting 2/14/19 CMC

 Midwinter Degree Day 2/16/19 Dayton Masonic Center

March March Madness Party 3/22/19 CMC
 Video Degree Day 3/23/19 Portsmouth, Ohio
 Video Degree Day 3/23/19 Amelia, Ohio

March Spring Degree Day (Cincinnati) 3/30/19 CMC/Great American Ballpark

April Stated Meeting 4/11/19 CMC

May Annual Meeting 5/9/19 CMC

June Scholarship Presentations TBD CMC

July Kings Island - Three Valley Day 7/8/19 Kings Island 

2019 Upcoming Events


